ABSTRACT In software-defined networking with the distributed control plane, the switches are associated with controllers using only the number of the flow requests as the basis of resource allocation, ignoring the characteristics of flow. To address this issue, we first analyze the control resource consumption of flow requests with different characteristics, and point out that the control resource consumption can be reduced through changing the controller association relationship. Then, we propose the dynamic controller association mechanism based on flow characteristics and design the greedy set coverage algorithm with the coalitional game to reduce both control resource consumption and control traffic overhead. The mechanism is divided into two phases: first, the greedy set coverage algorithm provides a fast algorithm to yield a controller association scheme but leads to an unbalanced association. Based on this algorithm, a coalitional game strategy is introduced to achieve the near-optimal association scheme between controllers and switches through switch migration. The extensive simulations demonstrate that while keeping control traffic overhead low, our mechanism can reduce control resource consumption by about 36% in comparison with the controller load balancing mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional Internet has become more and more complicated due to its closed rigid architecture, making the operation and maintenance of the network sufficiently challenging. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) [1] offers logically centralized network management and open programmable interfaces to configure the network by decoupling the control plane and data plane, and thus is widely used as a new paradigm of the network innovation.
With the expansion of the network scale, single controller has been unable to meet the huge traffic requests, and the control overhead is too high, making it a bottleneck of the network. Therefore, to improve the scalability and avoid a single point of failure, a distributed control plane [2] is typically implemented in a large-scale network, deploying multiple controllers to divide the network into different domains.
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Then, switches are assigned to one and multiple controllers in these systems. Multiple controllers are geographically dispersed, but logically centralized control, sharing the global network view and cooperating to achieve efficient control of the network [3] .
Although SDN has the advantages of logically centralized management and high-speed data forwarding compared to traditional networks, it is also confronted with serious resource shortage. For example, a network with 100 switches has a peak flow arrival rate of up to 10 M /s [4] , while the NOX controller can only respond to 30K flow processing requests per second with 30 ms response time guaranteed. Even the current mainstream controller ONOS, its throughput has not yet reached the target demand of 1M /s [5] .
To improve the throughput of control plane, it is necessary to optimize the allocation of control plane resource and adjust its distribution to match the demand distribution of flow requests. At present, the optimal allocation of control plane resource is mainly realized by controller deployment and con- VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ troller dynamic association [6] . The controller deployment mainly determines the control resource distribution according to the spatial distribution of the flow requests and geographic location of switches, and deploys controllers based on the principle of minimum resource overhead. The controller dynamic association bases on the time-varying reality of the flow requests. The association between controllers and switches is dynamically adjusted to realize the control plane load balancing. However, the static association between controllers and switches results in long varying controller response times, because traffic in network fluctuates frequently [7] . The existing dynamic controller-switch association mechanisms lead to unreasonable allocation, increasing resource consumption without considering the characteristics of flow. The switches are assigned to controllers using only the quantity distribution of flow requests as the basis of resource allocation. Therefore, in order to allocate control resource more reasonably, the characteristics distribution of flow should be taken into account when changing the association relationship between the controllers and switches. To address this issue, we formulate the dynamic controller association problem as a resource optimization problem to minimize the control resource consumption. In addition, a dynamic controller association mechanism is proposed based on flow characteristics (CAFA). CAFA will collect the flow characteristics to adjust the association between controllers and switches to fully utilize the available resources of controllers. Our contributions are listed as follows:
• We formulate the controller association problem as a set coverage problem to reduce both control resource consumption and control traffic overhead.
• We propose a greedy set coverage algorithm with coalitional game to solve controller association problem efficiently. First, the greedy set coverage algorithm provides a fast solution that leading to an unbalanced association. Therefore, a coalitional game strategy is introduced to adjust the controller association. In tens of iterations, this algorithm can quickly lead to a Nash stable solution to achieve the near-optimal association scheme between controllers and switches.
• We implement simulations to verify our algorithm based on RYU controller. The simulations show that while keeping control traffic overhead low, our proposed mechanism can reduce control resource consumption by approximately 36% compared to the controller load balancing algorithm. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the related works. Section III discusses our research motivations. The SDN model and optimization objective are described in Section IV. Section V presents the design and implementation of our algorithm. Section VI elaborates the simulation results. Finally, we present our conclusion and future work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORKS
We survey the state of the art of SDN controller association in this section. Current static association between controllers and switches prevents exchanging the controller load according to the traffic changes. To address the problem, ElastiCon [8] is provided to extend the OpenFlow protocol and adds a dynamic distributed control mechanism to enable the control plane to dynamically increase or decrease the number of controllers based on the network traffic. Jiménez et al. [9] take the controller load balancing as the optimization goal, but the number of switches in the algorithm is regarded as the controller load metric, which is unreasonable in the actual network.
To enable a scalable SDN control plane, Wang et al. [10] formulate the dynamic controller assignment problem as a stable matching problem with transfers and propose a twophase algorithm to reduce both control traffic overhead and response time. This method can achieve near-optimal load balancing among multiple controllers. Cheng et al. [11] consider the switch migration problem as network utility maximization problem. A distributed hop algorithm is proposed to enable different controllers to perform switches migration independently. However, the algorithm is more complicated and the convergence speed is slower. Liang et al. [12] provide a load balancing method for clustered controllers. Although the proposed method can dynamically change the load across the multiple controllers through switch migration, it needs to cluster the controllers before beginning a switch migration, leading to the increase of response time. Wang et al. [13] design a switch migration mechanism based on greedy algorithm to maximize the trade-off between load balance rate and migration overhead. However, the greedy approach is centralized algorithm which do not adequately utilize the resource of the controllers. Zhou et al. [14] design a switch migration scheme, which interprets switch migration as a matching problem and is transformed as a threedimensional Earth Mover's Distance (EMD) model to protect strategically important controllers in SDN network. Simulation results show that the scheme can significantly relieve the traffic pressure of controllers and prevent saturation attacks. FlowVisor [15] implements an OpenFlow-based network virtualization layer between the controllers and switches. With the FlowVisor, network resources are sliced in terms of their bandwidth, topology, forward table entries and device CPU. It allows users to delegate control of subsets of their traffic to distinct researchers. Each research experiment runs in its own, isolated network slice.
To achieve more performance and scalability in large-scale networks, Bari et al. [16] provide a controller provisioning framework and translate controller association problem into integer linear programming problem to reduce flow setup time and controller load through dynamically changing the number of controllers. But it easily leads to network instability because it needs a reassignment of the control plane. Yu et al. [17] present a load balancing mechanism based on a load information strategy for control plane. It builds a distributed decision architecture, including load measurement, load informing, balancing decision and switch migration. However, each controller continually performs load balancing, making the communication overhead of network higher. Hu et al. [18] study the impact of controller failure for the SDN and propose a dynamic solution to associate SDN switches with backup controllers. Simulation results show that this scheme can decrease greatly the worst case latency under controller failures and reduce the probability of network crash. RetroFlow [19] proposes to guarantee the performance of the distributed control plane during the network failure using the hybrid routing from commercial SDN switches. This scheme can achieve low communication overhead without interrupting the normal processing of active controllers during controller failures. Niloy et al. [20] take into account the differing QoS requirements of heterogeneous flows and propose a traffic-aware Qos routing scheme based on K-shortest paths algorithm to provide QoS to both delaysensitive and loss-sensitive flows.
Briefly, the main load of the controller is derived from the flow requests of data plane. Intuitively, more control plane resources should be allocated for the switch with high flow request rate. However, the current research methods ignore the basic characteristics of flows, such as the size and path characteristics of flow. In this paper, we attempt to design a dynamical controller association mechanism considering the flow path characteristics to achieve optimal allocation of control resource.
III. RESEARCH MOTIVATIONS
We analyze the processing of the data flow requests in the SDN distributed control plane, and explore the relationship between the controller resource consumption and the flow path characteristics. On this basis, we obtain the idea of dynamical controller association problem.
A. SDN DISTRIBUTED CONTROL PLANE
In the SDN distributed control plane as shown in Fig. 1 , each controller is only responsible for processing the flow requests generated in the local domains, and installs the forwarding rules to the switches involved in the domain. Multiple controllers collaborate to handle the global network events.
According to the path characteristics of the flow and the association between controllers and switches, the flow in the SDN network can be classified into a local flow (i.e. flow f 1 ) and a global flow (i.e. flow f 2 ). The control plane has different processing processes for local and global flow. Besides, the control plane resource consumption is also different as shown in Fig. 1 .
In terms of local flows, its flow request processing involves only one controller, and its processing is as follows:
(1) When new flow arrives at the switch, if there is no matching forwarding rule in the switch, the flow processing request is uploaded to the local domain controller.
(2) The local controller calculates and generates a forwarding rule according to global network view.
(3) The local controller installs the forwarding rules to the switch involved in the path.
For global flows, multiple controllers are required to cooperate with each other, and its processing is presented as follows:
(1) When receiving the flow processing request, the controller calculates the path to the next control domain;
(2) The flow is forwarded to the next control domain according to the flow table rules.
(3) When the flow reaches the next domain, it will send flow processing request to the new controller again. New controller determines whether the destination address of the flow is located the local domain. If the flow reaches the destination domain, the controller will calculate and install forwarding rules on switches as local flow. Otherwise, the controller repeats the above steps until the destination address of the flow is reached.
Obviously, the processing of the global flow involves multiple controllers. The flow will upload the flow request to controller again when it reaches next domain. In fact, the entire processing of global flow can be divided into multiple processing of local flow. Thus, the global flow consumes more control plane resource than local flow.
B. THOUGHTS ON DYNAMICAL CONTROLLER ASSOCIATION PROBLEM
Through the above analysis, the controller's resource consumption is related to path characteristics of the flow. The more control domains a data flow passes, the more control plane resource it consumes.
If the number of control domain that a flow passes can be reduced by adjusting the association between controllers and switches, controller's resource consumption will be reduced. As shown in Fig. 2 , the switches s1 and s3 are migrated to the controller c1 and c3 respectively. The forwarding process of flow f 2 that originally required three controllers to complete now only requires two controllers. Correspondingly, the controller's resource consumption is also reduced.
Motivated by the above observations, we seek to answer our key question: how to dynamically change the controller-switch association relationship to reduce the controller's resource consumption. The quality of this answer will largely depend on the complexity and the cost of the controller association process. In the controller association problem, each controller has a capacity in terms of the request rate it can manage. The switches are dynamically associated to different controllers when traffic varies. Hence, we need to design an efficient solution algorithm to solve the controller association problem, so that the switches can be timely reassociated in response to variations of network conditions, even in a large-scale SDN network.
IV. MODEL AND FORMULATION
We start by presenting the network model and our problem formulation. We model the SDN network based on graph theory, and establish the optimization objective of dynamical controller association mechanism.
A. SDN NETWORK MODEL
Given an SDN network, the network topology can be represented by an undirected graph G = (V , E). V represents nodes including switches and controllers, and E represents the link relationship between nodes. We consider the control plane consisting of M controllers C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c M }. Their processing capacities are denoted as α regarding the number of requests it can handle in one time unit. The data plane consists of N switches, denoted as S = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s N }. The control domain which each controller manages is represented by G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G M }. To handle the burst traffic in SDN, there is a decay factor denoted as β for each controller to model the spare capacity. It is assumed that the SDN deployment uses in-band communications. The traffic for communication between any two nodes is through the shortest distance. Besides, the hop distance between node i and node j is denoted as d ij . Let x mn indicate the association between the controllers and the switches. x mn = 1 represents that the switch s n is associated with the controller c m , otherwise x mn = 0.
We define f ij as the flow generated on the switch s i to switch Table 1 summarizes the key notations in this paper.
B. CONTROL PATH LENGTH
We define the control path length γ ij as the number of control domain through which the flow f ij passes. The larger the control path length, the more control plane resource the flow consumes. The control path length of the flow f ij can be represented as:
We consider a discrete time model where the length of time slot matches the timescale at which switch requests can be precisely recorded. It is assumed the request arrivals follow a Poisson process with f ij ≤ α. The control plane's computation, storage, bandwidth, and other control resources will be consumed to handle flow requests. The above analysis shows that the control resource consumption is related to control path length. The control resource consumption of control plane in the time slot T can be quantified as:
The control traffic includes the flow processing request uploaded by the switch to the controller and the forwarding rule generated by controller to the corresponding switch. Since the communication between controllers and switches uses in-band model, control traffic completes for the scarce bandwidth with data flows in the network [21] . The control traffic overhead of control plane can be represented as:
In addition, we can calculate the load of each controller c k by expression (4).
According to the above SDN network model and the corresponding parameters, our objective is to find out the optimal controller-switch association scheme and thus the control resource consumption is minimized while keeping the control traffic overhead low. As a result, we apply the weight factor η ∈ [0, 1] to the control traffic overhead in the objective function. Mathematically, we have the following formulation:
x ik ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, k
M k=1
Constraint (6) guarantees that no controller is overload. The decay factor β forces some capacity to be left aside to handle burst traffic as described before. Constraint (7) indicates that x ik are binary variables. The condition on connecting each switch to exactly one master controller at the given time is represented by Constraint (8) . Constraint (9) limits the upper bound of the maximum distance between controllers and switches.
The resource optimization problem is a variant of the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) [22] . QAP is a combinatorial optimization problem which is NP hard. Its solution space increases exponentially as the network size increases. In general, it is challenging to find the optimal solution for the larger QAP problem using the traditional algorithm in the short time [23] . In order to adapt SDN time-varying network traffic, it is necessary to design an efficient heuristic algorithm to handle the controller association problem in the large-scale networks.
V. ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this section, we transfer the dynamical controller association problem into two phases: In the first phase, we transfer the controller-switch association problem into a set coverage model [24] , and design a greedy set coverage algorithm to tackle large-scale network problems effectively. In the second phase, we introduce a coalitional game strategy [25] to achieve the optimal association between controllers and switches. In addition, we also discuss about the connections between these two phases, and advantages of both algorithms in optimizing the overall performance. 
A. GREEDY SET COVERAGE ALGORITHM
To solve the controller association problem, we use the framework of a set coverage model, and design a greedy set coverage algorithm to solve the controller-switch association problem. In OpenFlow 1.3, each switch can establish communicate with multiple controllers by setting different controller roles, such as the master controller, the peer controller, and the slave controller. However, each switch can only be managed by one master controller at any time.
Since the large-scale SDN network coverage is geographically wide, the controller cannot be associated with each switch due to distance constraint. According to the distance constraint, we can set different controller roles for the switch so that the switch can be associated with more controllers. As presented in Fig. 3 , the maximum range that each controller can cover is overlapping each other. The switches that each controller can cover is c 1 = {s 1 .  Fig. 4 shows the controller-switch association scheme derived from the greedy set coverage algorithm. Clearly, the flow request processing originally completed by three controllers only needs two controllers now. Hence, the greedy set coverage algorithm can reduce control resource consumption by reducing the number of controllers participating flow processing.
For a set coverage model, the solution space grows exponentially as the scale of the problem increases. It is difficult to solve with the general heuristic strategy. When solving the NP-hard problem, the complete strategy can not only reduce the difficulty of solving the problem, but also retain the optimal solution. Consequently, it is an important strategy for solving NP-hard problems. Therefore, we attempt to establish four complete strategies to design the greedy set cover algorithm.
The set coverage problem and the corresponding complete strategies are described below:
The coverage problem of the minimum set: s is a set, s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s m is subset of s, and ∪s i = s, the problem is to find the minimum coverage set of s.
To solve it effectively, four complete strategies are proposed to provide a quick solution method, which are described as follows:
Complete strategy 1: If a set s i = s, s i is selected as the optimal coverage set of s.
Complete strategy 2: If an element x satisfies x ∈ s, and x ∈ s i , x / ∈ s j =i , then s i is part of the optimal coverage set of s.
Complete strategy 3: If s i ⊆ s j exists, s i is removed from
Complete strategy 4: Let Sn(x) denote a set from {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s m } satisfying x ∈ s i , and if Sn(x) ⊆ Sn(y), the element y is removed from s. We design a greedy set coverage algorithm based on four complete strategies to solve the controller-switch association problem. The greedy set coverage algorithm is described in Algorithm 1. Specifically, the Flow_sort () function counts all end-to-end traffic, calculates the total amount of flow on each path, and sorts each path in descending order of flow. Algorithm traverses the path set according to four complete strategies and selects a controller covering the most switches on the path. Subsequently, the switch is associated with the selected controller, provided that the controller is not overloaded. The sorted path set will continue to be traversed until all switches are associated.
The above is to use the greedy set coverage algorithm to initially solve the controller-switch association problem. It first reduces the solution space based on four complete strategies, and then selects the controller that covers the most switches using greedy algorithm.
B. COALITIONAL GAME STRATEGY
The greedy set coverage algorithm provides an efficient method for solving large-scale network problems. However, using only the greedy set coverage algorithm may produce an unbalanced association. In the association scheme shown in Fig 5, Fig. 6 , we will get a more reasonable association between controllers and switches.
To address this limitation, we leverage coalitional game strategy to improve the solution quality. One problem with coalitional game is that the number of feasible partitions of the switch set s increases exponentially in N . Thus, when traffic changes dynamically, the optimal solution may need thousands of iterations. Fortunately, the outcome obtained from greedy set coverage algorithm can serve as the input of the second phase. Besides, it is suitable for us to use coalitional game strategy to further mitigate the unbalanced phenomenon.
We now leverage the coalitional game strategy to ensure the performance of the association between switches and controllers considering control resource consumption and control traffic overhead. During the game, the switches will form disjoint partitions that are connected to different controllers. Since controllers provide computing resources while switches generate requests, the switches s are the set of players. We consider the utility of a switch as the tradeoff between control resource consumption and control traffic overhead. This phase can be considered as a coalitional game in which switches can change their coalitions based on the utility they get. For lower resource consumption, switches have incentive to negotiate with different controllers to require changing the role of the controller based on their utility, thus yielding a Nash stable solution in which no switch can reduce its resource consumption without harming others. In order to achieve such a solution, we formally define the migration rule as below.
Migration rule:
In a migration process, a switch s i has incentive to transfer from control domain G n to G m , forming the new control domain G * n = G n \{s i } and G * m = G m ∪ {s i } if it satisfies both of the following:
(1) The migration does not violate the capacity constraint (5) . It means that all controllers are not overload after migration.
(2) As defined in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), the migration value
is a weight factor between control resource consumption and control traffic overhead. It indicates that the migration can get a better performance.
That is, a migration is only possible if the migration will enhance the performance of the association between switches and controllers considering both control resource consumption and control traffic overhead. Given the association from the first phase and migration rule, the migration process of the second phase leads to Nash stable association between switches and controllers. The coalitional game strategy is described as shown in algorithm 2. Once the greedy set coverage algorithm terminates with a stable association, the corresponding partition G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G M } is used as an initial partition G initial for the second phase. Specifically, each controller preferentially selects the switch with more resources consumption to migrate and then compares the resource consumption before and after the migration. If the resource consumption is reduced after the migration, the corresponding controllers will accept the migration, otherwise the migration will be refused. In addition, the process continues to iterate until all controllers do not issue a migration request. 
Algorithm 2 Coalitional Game Strategy
Input:
Capacity of each controller:α m , Redundancy factor of each controller:β output: the new association matrix:
Each switch computes its most preferred migration. (1) and (2) are met. Finally, the switch migration could be started if the migration rule (1) and (2) are satisfied. Then the switch s i will change its master controller role from controller c n to c m . We refer to the reference [8] for details of messages needed during switch migration.
Theorem: Given the association matrix X initial obtained from Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 converges to Nash stable association X finial . Proof: denote the association after k iterations as X k . Algorithm 2 can be seen as a sequence of the association matrix:
Since a migration pair s i : c n → c m only influence the control domain G n and G m (forming the new coalitions G * n = G n \{s i } and G * m = G m ∪ {s i }), every adjacent migration, e.g., X l → X l+1 , forms an order:
which is transitive and irreflexive. As the number of association matrix X k is finite, Algorithm 2 converges to a final solution X finial .
Moreover, suppose that X finial is not Nash stable, and there exists a migration pair s i : c n → c m that can result in better social welfare. Algorithm 2 will then continue, and X finial does not converge. However, this contradicts the previous demonstration of Algorithm 2's convergence. Therefore, Algorithm 2 converges to a Nash stable association.
C. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
We now give a brief complexity analysis for both algorithms presented above. For algorithm 1, the complexity comes from both aspects: (1) it need to traverse the controller set and judge whether it meets the complete strategies. Therefore
The complexity of the greedy algorithm is O(NM). For algorithm 2, the complexity comes from searching for necessary migrations and the search space is O(NM). It proves that our proposed algorithm can find a near-optimal solution in efficient time which grows nearly linearly with the size of network increasing.
VI. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we conduct simulation to evaluate the performance of our algorithm. The experimental platform is shown in Fig. 8 . The experimental environment and parameter settings are described as follows:
The simulation selects RYU [26] as the SDN controller and tests on the network simulation platform Mininet [27] . We implement our algorithm by extending the RYU control module to support multi-controller collaboration mechanisms. Considering performance interferences between Mininet and controllers, we deploy the RYU controller and Mininet on eight different physical machines. The seven physical machines run RYU as SDN controllers, and a physical machine runs Mininet. Each RYU controller has an IP address that is responsible for managing a sub-domain of the network topology on the Mininet. The virtual machines run Ubuntu Server 16.04, equipped with Intel Core i7-3770 3.40 GHz processor and 8 GB of memory.
B. TOPOLOGY SELECTION AND PARAMETER SETTING
We conduct our simulations using Interoute topology (110 nodes and 149 links) from zoo topology [28] . Additionally, we also set the number of controllers M to 7, and the processing capacity of each controller is 1800K flow/s [8] , which is enough to handle the maximum request rate in our simulations. According to the distance constraint (according to the number of hops), the distance threshold between controllers and switches is set to 6, and each switch is connected to 3 hosts. We use iperf [29] to generate TCP flows between hosts. To simulate dynamic network traffic, the flow arrival rate on the hosts follows the Poisson distribution to generate 100∼500 flows/s. All flows' destinations are randomly chosen. The data flow path is obtained by dijkstra algorithm. The controller pulls network statistics every 100 ms and the time units are set to be 100ms in the following. The experimental results are analyzed using the MATLAB tool.
C. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the performance of the controller association mechanism based on flow characteristics (CAFA) proposed in this paper, we compare our algorithm with the scenarios of Static Controller Strategy (SCS) [10] and Load Balancing Strategy (LBS) [9] . (1) SSC: the controllers are statically deployed according to distance constraint between controllers and switches. Once the controller is deployed, the controller-switch association relationship is not changed. (2) LBS: the controller dynamic association mechanism starts the switch migration when the controller load exceeds the set threshold, and preferentially migrates to the nearest control.
1) EXPERIMENT 1
This experiment compares the control resource consumption and control traffic overhead of the three mechanisms in the SDN network. The control resource consumption of the three mechanisms is shown in Fig. 9 . The following observations are made: (1) The CAFA has the lowest control resource consumption, followed by LBS, and SCS is the most. This is because the SCS adopts a static controller association and cannot dynamically change the control resource consumption in accordance with the change of the traffic. LBS has a higher control resource consumption mainly because it only considers load balancing of the controller, neglecting the characteristics of the flow. The CAFA counts the flow path of the whole network and then finds a controller and switch association scheme to make the control path length the smallest. Its control resource consumption is the least. (2) CAFA outperforms SCS and LBS, and reduces control resource consumption by 43% and 36% on average. Fig. 10 depicts the control traffic overhead of the three mechanisms. It clearly shows that CAFA and LBS have obvious advantages in reducing control traffic overhead in comparison with SCS. The reason is that CAFA analyzes the forwarding process based on the flow path characteristics to reduce the number of global flows as much as possible and avoid unnecessary control traffic overhead. LBS reduces control traffic overhead by balancing the load of each controller. Through the analysis of Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 , we can see that compared to LBS, CAFA can reduce control resource consumption by about 36% while keeping control traffic overhead low.
2) EXPERIMENT 2
We analyze the performance of the CAFA mechanism under different system parameters in this experiment. The system parameters mainly include the controller capacity and the distance threshold between controllers and switches. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 present the simulation results. According to Fig. 11 , CAFA can reduce more control resource consumption as the controller capacity and distance threshold increase. This is because as the controller capacity increases and the coverage of the controller expands, the overall control resource consumption will be reduced through reducing the number of global flows. However, the control traffic overhead increases accordingly as the controller capacity and distance threshold increase in Fig. 12 . Therefore, when the controller is deployed, the appropriate controller capacity and distance threshold can be selected to avoid unnecessary investment.
3) EXPERIMENT 3
Four network topologies with different scales are selected from the Internet Topology Zoo [28] for conducting simulation experiments. The parameter settings and run time of the CAFA algorithm are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 presents that the run time of algorithm does not increase exponentially with the expansion of the network scale. Thus, the CAFA mechanism has good scalability. In order to show the load distribution among multiple controllers, we plot the Jain's fairness index [30] (a value ranges from 0 to 1) of three mechanisms in Fig 13. Clearly, CAFA has a less balanced distribution under dynamic traffic loads, because CAFA tends to associate more switches on each path to the same controllers. It demonstrates that CAFA will lead to severe load imbalance while obtaining the minimal control resource consumption.
4) EXPERIMENT 4
In order to verify the validity and convergence of coalitional game, Fig 14 and Fig 15 plot the difference between CAFA and Greedy Set Coverage without coalitional game (denoted as GSC) in terms of control resource consumption and control traffic overhead. For control resource consumption, GSC reduces control resource consumption greatly, but it causes huge control traffic overhead. However, CAFA introduces a coalitional game strategy. Through dynamic switch migration, control traffic overhead is reduced while ensuring low control resource consumption. This validates coalitional game's effectiveness to reduce control traffic overhead while keeping control resource consumption. Fig. 16 shows the convergence of coalitional game. Specifically, it shows that CAFA is able to converge within 45 iterations for 80% of the time for over 200 runs, and the fastest run uses only 25 iterations to converge. This validates coalitional game phase can converge to a stable solution.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a dynamic SDN controller association mechanism based on flow characteristics due to the existing controller association mechanisms always ignore the characteristics of the data flow. We study the controller association problem as a resource optimization problem to minimize both control resource consumption and control traffic overhead. The controller association problem is solved in two phases: first, the greedy set coverage algorithm solves largescale networks problem efficiently that initially yields a controller association scheme. It serves as an input to coalitional game strategy to achieve the near-optimal association scheme between controllers and switches through switch migration. Compared with the controller load Balancing Strategy, our proposed mechanism can reduce control resource consumption by about 36% while keeping control traffic overhead low. Then, we attempt to refine the control resources such as CPU, bandwidth, memory, etc., and design a controllerswitch dynamic association mechanism based on application awareness for different traffic types. TAO HU received the B.E. degree from Xi'an Jiaotong University. He is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in network cyber security with the National Digital Switching System Engineering and Technological Research Center, Zhengzhou, China. His research interests include softwaredefined networking, control plane, and network security.
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